An efficient soil penetration strategy for explorative robots inspired by plant root circumnutation movements.
This paper presents a comparative analysis in terms of energy required by an artificial probe to penetrate soil implementing two different strategies: a straight penetration movement and a circumnutation, which is an oscillatory movement performed by plant roots. The role of circumnutations in plant roots is still debated. We hypothesized that circumnutation movements can help roots in penetrating soil, and validated our assumption by testing the probe at three distinct soil densities and using various combinations of circumnutation amplitudes and periods for each soil. The comparison was based on the total work done by the system while circumnutating at its tip level with respect to that shown by the same system in straight penetration. The total energy evaluation confirmed an improvement obtained by circumnutations up to 33%. We also proposed a fitting model for our experimental data that was used to estimate energy needed by the probe to penetrate soil at different dimensions and circumnutation amplitudes. Results showed the existence of a trade-off among penetration velocity, circumnutation period, and amplitude toward an energy consumption optimization, expressed by the lead angle of the helical path that should stay in the range between 46° and 65°. Moreover, circumnutations with appropriate amplitude (~10°) and period (~80 s) values were more efficient than straight penetration also at different probe tip dimensions, up to a threshold diameter (from 2 mm to 55 mm). Based on the obtained results, we speculated that circumnutations can represent a strategy used by plant roots to reduce the pressure and energy needed to penetrate soil. The translation of this biological feature in robotic systems will allow improving their energetic efficiency in digging tasks, and thus open new scenarios for use in search and rescue, environmental monitoring, and soil exploration.